A method to determine the loss of substance of dental restorations.
A method is described for quantitative in vivo wear measurements on Class I and II composite restorations. Class I gold inlays were made in an acrylic premolar and molar. Over the occlusal parts of the teeth cast silver caps were made after releasing the surface of the inlay with tinfoil. Wear on the restorations was simulated by grinding away some gold from the inlay. Silicon impressions of the teeth were made with the caps both before and after this simulation. The volume and the average thickness of the removed gold was measured from the weight of the enclosed impression material in the cap before and after the wear simulations, the density of the tinfoil and the impression material as well as thickness and the weight of the tinfoil-release. Values expected for the volume and the average thickness of the removed gold were calculated from the weight of the restored acrylic teeth before and after the wear simulation, the weight, the density and the thickness of the tinfoil and the density of the gold used for the inlays. Measured and expected values are linearly correlated (r = 0.97). An average wear thickness of the occlusal surface of a particular tooth of at least 30 micron can be detected. Because of its simplicity, inexpensiveness and accuracy the wear measurement method is highly productive and suitable for large scale and long-term clinical research on the wear behaviour of posterior composites.